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Figure 1: The last wolves of Isle Royale. Some time before 2017, the deformed wolf on the
left died, and the remaining 2 were the only ones left. The natural population of wolves went
extinct in 2018.

Prologue

As we have seen, natural selection is not the only evolutionary force. Among the others, genetic
drift is widely thought to be another very powerful agent of evolution. In fact, early in our study
of molecular evolution, it became clear that drift was at least as important, and perhaps much
more important, than natural selection at shaping our genes and genomes. This recognition led
to the neutral theory of evolution—the idea that the vast majority of evolutionary change at
the molecular level was caused by drift. That “theory” has been clarified greatly in the last 20
years, and mountains of molecular data has accumulated and been opened to analysis. Here
we begin to study that evidence.
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1 Vocabulary

Synonymous mutation Replacement mutation Inbreeding coefficient
Selective sweep Codon bias Purifying selection
Positive selection

2 How important is genetic drift as an engine of molec-

ular evolution?

2.1 Readings

� Required: §7.3 in the textbook (Herron and Freeman, 2014).

� Optional: Nei et al. (2010).

2.2 Concept Questions

1. Answer Question 8 on page 286 of the textbook.

2. Answer Question 9 on page 286 of the textbook.

2.3 Synthesis Questions

3. Answer Question 7 on page 286 of the textbook.

4. Answer Question 10 on page 286 of the textbook.

5. Answer Question 11 on page 286 of the textbook.

3 Why is inbreeding bad?

3.1 Readings

� Required: §7.4 of the textbook (Herron and Freeman, 2014).

3.2 Concept Questions

1. Consider a single, diallelic gene in a given population. The frequency of allele A1 is 0.8
and frequency of A2 is 0.2. Suppose this population inbreeds with an inbreeding coefficient
F = 0.6. Describe precisely what F = 0.6 means in intuitive terms.

2. Reconsider the example in the previous question. Calculate the expected frequencies of
all 3 genotypes. Show your work.
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Figure 2: Wolf-Moose dynamics on Isle Roylale National Park.

3.3 Synthesis Questions

3. Figure 2 shows dynamics of wolves and moose on Isle Royale National Park in Lake
Superior. Look carefully at the events marked on this graph. In particular, note that in
1997 a wolf called “the Old Grey Guy” migrated to the island. (He is shown in lecture
1.3 on page 3.) He died in 2006. When he arrived, the island had about 20 wolves. When
he died, the population had grown to nearly 30. Immediately after his death, the wolf
population crashed, eventually going extinct in 2018. Suggest a hypothesis based on the
concepts in this lecture to explain why the Isle Royale wolf population grew after the Old
Grey Guy arrived and why it crashed after he died.

Image Credits

Figure 1, page 1: Wolves and Moose of Isle Royale.

Figure 2, page 3: Ibid.
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